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I.

Executive Summary

In response to the uncertainty facing children and families everywhere, Sesame Workshop
launched Caring for Each Other, a body of work to support children, parents, and caregivers as
they cope with the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and navigate an ever-changing “normal.”
With millions of children unable to access traditional classroom learning, the goal of this work is
to provide much needed support at scale and through mechanisms that reach children and
families where they are.
With support from the LEGO Foundation, the Workshop rose to the ambitious challenge of
developing and launching global multi-media content for children and families on television,
online, and on mobile devices in the key regions of Bangladesh, Brazil, Mexico, South Africa, and
the Middle East. Launched in May 2020, Play to Learn: A COVID-19 Response Initiative was able
to rapidly build a library of resources that extended far beyond that - reaching families in over 50
countries.
A 25-minute Global Family Special titled Elmo’s World News was launched within 8 weeks of the
award, beginning in Southern Africa, and eventually spanning six continents, airing on 38
international broadcasters. The special was translated into 14 languages and incorporated
beloved characters from Sesame Workshop’s international co-productions, including Sisimpur,
Takalani Sesame, Ahlan Simsim, and Sesamo ultimately achieving a global TV broadcast reach
estimated at 5.8 million viewers. The English language version of the special also launched on
the global Sesame Street YouTube page where it garnered over 2 million views.
The project’s second phase incorporated playful learning content objectives into the production
of short-form resources for digital distribution, targeting the medium-term needs of families
experiencing a protracted crisis. From healthy habits to coping with illness and social-emotional
needs, the content messaging was created to help caregivers spark playful learning anywhere,
offer children comfort, adapt everyday routines, and focus a bit on themselves, too.
Digital content was made available in English, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, Bangla, Hindi, and
more through additional partners. Rolled out in three thematic campaigns on the social media
platforms of six international Sesame Workshop properties, it achieved a combined social media
reach of over 44 million and over 16 million views on YouTube.
Beyond the tremendously successful reach of the content, the initiative catalyzed a multitude of
opportunities for content adaptation and translation within existing and future projects,
provided critical programmatic learnings across remote, multi-disciplinary teams, and has laid
the foundation for a future program aimed at reaching children in regions without access to
existing Sesame programs.
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II.

Achievement of Project Deliverables

Elmo’s World News – A Global Family Special
In the first phase of this initiative, we created a 25-minute Global Family Special, Elmo’s World
News, which aired on TV channels and streamed on YouTube around the world. Intended
specifically for family viewing, the show featured positive messaging around staying healthy and
finding ways to continue learning amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
Educational Curriculum Design
The overarching project framework covers objectives for children and caregivers under the
domains of impactful, playful learning opportunities, health behaviors, coping skills, and
protection. Drawing from the approach of the LEGO Foundation, a recognized expert in the field
of learning through play, the family special framework took these domains and mapped them
against the five types of play: pretend play, symbolic play, physical play, play with objects, and
games with rules.1 A detailed mapping of how different moments of the family special highlight
goals within the curriculum is included below (Tables 1 and 2).
Sesame Workshop, in consultation with
global educational experts in the
Middle East, Africa, South Asia, and
Latin America, identified priority topics
and sample messages around priority
learning objectives for children and
caregivers. Delivered through the
unique voice of Sesame’s beloved
Muppets and paired with live action
footage of real families around the
world playing together indoors, the family special captured the reality that millions of children
and families were experiencing in lockdowns while demonstrating that playful learning was
possible while remaining indoors. The full framework and the Sesame Workshop resource and
information gathering activities that contributed to its development can be found as Appendixes
A and B.

1

Whitebread, D., Neale, D., Jensen, H., Liu, C., Solis, S.L., Hopkins, E., Hirsh-Pasek, K. Zosh, J. M. (2017). The role of
play in children’s development: a review of the evidence (research summary). The LEGO Foundation, DK.
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Table 1: Cross-Cutting and Key Learning Objectives of Elmo's World News

Key Learning Objective
Children will have access to
impactful playful learning
opportunities over the course
of the crisis

Topic
Diverse play
experiences

Iteration

Early Science
Art and Creativity

Early Numeracy

Children will develop an
understanding that people may
live close by or far away, in the
same country or in a different
one (Crosscutting)

Diversity

Children will develop and
understanding that men and
women can participate
equitably in household tasks
(Crosscutting)

Gender Equity

Examples
Pretend Play
• Elmo pretending to be a
broadcaster
Symbolic Play
• Singing the handwashing song
Physical Play
• Grover pretending to jog
indoors
Play with Objects
• Things that make me happy
box
Games with Rules
• Jad explains rules to big
feelings dance
• When Basma wants to
correct her drawing to be a
tropical one like Jad’s,
Elmo gives her the space
to have new ideas and start
over
• Weather with Grover
• Raya’s routines chart
• Elmo’s backdrop
• Jad and Basma have cut-out
drawing backdrops
• Cookie counting the things in
his “Things that make me
happy” box
• The special shows play
examples from different
countries around the world

•

The special shows Louie and
Mae participating equitably in
childcare, play, and household
tasks
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Table 2: Elmo's World News Secondary Learning Objectives for Children

Secondary Learning
Objectives for Children
Children will acquire relevant
health knowledge and
practice appropriate health
behaviors
Children will understand and
be able to practice social
distancing in developmentally
appropriate ways

Topic

Examples

Proper handwashing

•

Washing hands before a
meal

Social distancing practice

•

Social distancing rationale

•

Children will develop coping
skills and the ability to
navigate tough topics,
difficult situations, and big
feelings

Big feelings
Techniques for coping &
stress management

•
•

Imagining bringing the
outside inside
Elmo explains that staying
inside helps us take care of
others
Big feelings dance
Basma mentioned that to
move out all that sadness
inside feels good during the
big feelings dance
Cookie’s “Things that make
me happy” box
Routines game
Cookie breaking the cookie
in half to put one half in the
box
Cookie’s “Things that make
me happy” box
Thankfulness song
Elmo is thankful for all the
people being kind to each
other at this time
Wearing a pretend helmet
when Elmo is riding his
pretend tricycle
Basma says to talk to an
adult you trust and tell them
how you feel when you’re
having a big feeling

•
Routines
Self-Regulation and
Problem Solving

•
•

Gratitude & Hopefulness

•

Kindness

•
•

Children will understand they Safe choices
have the right to feel safe and
cared for, even in uncertain
circumstances
Safe adults

•

•
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Production Approach
Facing global COVID-19 restrictions, Sesame Workshop’s production team was tasked with
devising an entirely new approach to production to continue creating vital, meaningful content
for kids and families. As much as possible, the pillars of the production process were maintained
and adapted to a virtual world – meeting with writers over the phone, holding pre-production
meetings via Zoom, and making design and graphics decisions over email. The team gathered
footage of real kids from around the world (often the children of production teams) using their
imaginations and playing with found objects.
The real challenge came when figuring out how to film Muppets without the benefit of a crew
including camerapersons, sound engineers, lighting technicians, and puppet wranglers at the
height of the global pandemic. Muppets were shipped to puppeteers’ homes, entire green screen
backdrops were set up in bedrooms and kitchens, and directors, producers, and editors gathered
on Zoom for filming days. Finally, footage recorded on phones and digital cameras was uploaded
to an editor working around the clock to cut the show together. The result is a 25-minute funfilled variety-show in which news reporter Elmo is joined by his beloved Muppet correspondents
showing everyone how kids and families are coping with life indoors.
Distribution Approach
Initial distribution plans for Elmo’s World News centered on securing interest from broadcast
partners in five key territories with an existing Sesame Workshop footprint: Bangladesh, Brazil,
Mexico, South Africa, and the Middle East. In these territories, each special was tailored to
include characters from existing co-productions, such as Basma and Jad in the Middle East and
South Africa, Halum and Tuktuki in Bangladesh, and Abby Cadabby in Latin America. Production
partners from around the world quickly adapted to the challenge of producing content quickly
and remotely while ensuring the safety of their staff.
In total the special was dubbed into the following 14 languages: Arabic, Afrikaans, Amharic,
Bangla, Dari, South African English, Hebrew, Ndebele, Pashto, Portuguese, Sesotho, Spanish,
Ukrainian, and Zulu, reflecting the widespread demand for early learning content during the
pandemic. Additionally, the special was incorporated into the Caring for Each Other offering for
broadcasters outside of Sesame’s traditional social
Links to Full Show
impact content territories, such as SVOD platforms like
English Special can be watched here.
DirectTV Go in Latin America. In sub-Saharan Africa, a
concerted effort was made to distribute the special Arabic Special can be watched here.
among broadcasters in countries without current access Bangla Special can be watched here.
to Sesame Workshop programs. These expanded efforts
led to distribution with an additional 20 broadcasters.
8
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Due to broadcast schedules being locked-in months in advance, plans for a single global launch
date were replaced by a rolling launch beginning in mid-June 2020, approximately 8 weeks after
the award was finalized. The first country to air the Special was Namibia through the national
broadcaster – Namibia Broadcasting Corporation - on Saturday June 16, 2020, in celebration of
their national children’s day.
Press and Promotion
In addition to the family special, broadcasters were offered a
comprehensive promotional package including tune-in
promotions, radio scripts, and digital assets to maximize potential
audience reach on their existing promotional channels. To further
facilitate rapid distribution, and in recognition of the unique
circumstances of staff working remotely across the globe, Sesame
Workshop took additional steps to ensure legal agreements could
be completed online via a streamlined form.
In a crowded media landscape, Elmo’s World News garnered
impressive coverage in markets spanning from the U.S. to South
Africa, to Bangladesh, and Latin America, including a feature in
Reuters that ran in outlets across the world and over 125 media
stories on every continent. Overall, the launch generated 1.3 billion media impressions worth
approximately $12 million in calculated ad value.
Digital Reach - YouTube Launch
To further expand reach, Elmo’s
World News also launched on the
Sesame Street, Ahlan Simsim, and
Sisimpur
YouTube
channels,
allowing children in over 150
countries to watch the special. The
episode was promoted on social
media and through the YouTube
Kids parents’ newsletter on August
13, 2020, which has a reach of over
1 million subscribers in the U.S. To
date, the special has garnered 2.1
million views on the Sesame Street
page, over 76,000 views on the Ahlan Simsim page,
and over 58,000 views on the Sisimpur page.
9
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Results
Exact reach figures for terrestrial broadcast were unavailable for most broadcasters due to the
complexity of gathering audience data in many of our target geographies. Based on internal
reach estimates for broadcast and broadcaster-reported estimated reach where available, the
estimated reach of Elmo’s World News is 5.8 million.
Table 3: Elmo's World News Television Broadcast Distribution in Key Territories

Distribution in Key Territories
Broadcast Partner Air Date

Country

Language

Bangladesh

Bangla

Brazil

Portuguese

Mexico
Middle East

Spanish
Arabic

South Africa

South African English
Afrikaans
Ndebele
Sesotho
Zulu
Ukrainian

Ukraine

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Duronto TV
BTV
RTV
Bangla TV
Deepto TV
Bijoy TV
Maasranga
Sky
TV Cultura
Canal Futura
TV Azteca
MBC3
Roya TV
Noursat
Alsumaria
SABC

17. Sonce

June 27, 2020
June 27, 2020
June 27, 2020
June 27, 2020
June 27, 2020
June 27, 2020
June 27, 2020
August 30 - Oct 30,
2020 license
window
August 2, 2020
June 26, 2020
July 3, 2020
July 25, 2020
August 1, 2020
July 27, 2020
July 28, 2020
July 29, 2020
July 30, 2020
July 31, 2020
December 19, 2020

Estimated
Reach
59,000
84,000
Unavailable
23,000
4,000
Unavailable
32,000
1,600
Pending2
Pending3
1,700,000
956,710
Unavailable
Unavailable
Unavailable
464,000

Unavailable

Table 4: Elmo's World News Digital Distribution - YouTube

Multi-country4
Middle East
Bangladesh

English
Arabic
Bangla

Additional Digital Distribution – YouTube
Sesame Street YouTube
July 10, 2020
Ahlan Simsim YouTube
July 10, 2020
Sisimpur YouTube
July 9, 2020

2,200,278 views
76,875 views
58,184 views

2

Elmo’s World News will air in 2021, broadcaster negotiations ongoing.
Elmo’s World News will air in 2021, broadcaster negotiations ongoing.
4 Top 20 YouTube Territories: United States, India, Canada, Philippines, United Kingdom, Australia, Malaysia, Indonesia, Japan,
Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Bangladesh, Trinidad & Tobago, Ireland, Pakistan, Turkey.
3
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Table 5: Elmo's World News Television Broadcast Distribution in Territories Beyond Initial Proposal Commitments

Country or Territory
Botswana
Eswatini
Ghana
Kenya
Lesotho
Namibia
Nigeria

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Guatemala
Pan-regional (16
Countries)6

Additional Broadcast Distribution
Sub-Saharan Africa
Language
Broadcast Partner
Air Date
English
18. Botswana TV
December 20,
2020
English
19. Eswatini TV
June 19, 2020
English
20. Media General Ghana
July-August 2020
English
21. Nation Media Group
July 8, 2020
South African
22. Lesotho TV
August 14, 2020
English
English
23. Namibia Broadcasting
June 16, 2020
Corp
English
24. Africa Independent TV
June 17, 2020
25. Silverbird
June 24, 2020
August 22, 2020
English
26. ZNBC (TV1)
June 21, 2020
27. ZNBC (TV2)
June 22, 2020
28. Muvi TV
June 20, 2020
English
29. Zimbabwe Broadcast
July 18, 2020
Corp.
July 22, 2020
Latin America
Spanish
30. Azteca Guatemala
October 3, 2020
Spanish
31. DirecTV
August 30, 2020

Israel

Dari
Pashto
Hebrew

South Central Asia
32. Tolo
33. Lemar TV
34. HOP!
Asia Pacific

Philippines

English

35. ABS CBN

Seychelles

English

36. Seychelles Broadcasting

Singapore

English

Armed Forces
Network7

English

37. Mediacorp
Misc.
38. Armed Forces Network

Afghanistan

July 29, 2020
July 29, 2020
August 8, 2020
June 7, 2020 –
September 6,
2020
August-December
2020
July 2020
July 13, 2020

Estimated Reach5
Unavailable
Unavailable
Unavailable
1,000,000
Unavailable
Unavailable
Unavailable
Unavailable
Unavailable
Unavailable
1,000,000
Unavailable

Unavailable
1,600 unique
viewers
Unavailable
Unavailable

Unavailable
Unavailable
Unavailable
500,000

5

Given the project scope, SW relied on self-reported reach figures from broadcasters. Fidelity of data is subject to
generalizations that are sometimes an over or underestimation of actual reach.
6 Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela.
7 AFN reaches American military personnel, government civilians, State Department employees, military retirees and their
family members in 168 countries, U.S. territories and approximately 200 U.S. Naval vessels afloat around the world.
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Short-Form Content
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Short-Form Content
In the second phase of this initiative, we created short-form video and digital content for
distribution on YouTube, on Sesame Workshop’s regional Caring for Each Other resource pages,
and across social platforms including Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and WhatsApp. This content
package reflects the critical messages of the Caring for Each Other initiative and will remain
available online as part of a bank of resources for caregivers and partners.
Educational Curriculum Design
Following the success of Elmo’s World News, the team began immediately developing and
producing a suite of short-form content for digital distribution. Nested under the themes of
Staying Healthy, Learning at Home Through Play, and Caring for Oneself and Others, topics
covered a range from healthy habits to adapting everyday routines to coping with big emotions
brought on by the stressors of uncertainty and isolation.
Global advisors were intentionally engaged during the early stages of content development
starting from text drafting for digital and social media assets, and scripting for video assets.
Advisors from the Middle East, India, Bangladesh, Latin America, and South Africa reviewed all
content to provide guidance on appeal and cultural appropriateness. After several iterations,
finalized text and scripts transitioned to the design stage.
During the design stage, global advisors provided feedback on the relatability of backgrounds and
settings to specific contexts around the world such as the exterior and interior design of homes
and the look and feel of outdoor settings such as parks. They also advised on the types and forms
of objects depicted, such as soap (bar or liquid), water sources (faucet or tippy tap), and foods
(round or loaf bread). Global advisor involvement was essential to creating globally relevant
content that could be leveraged in various regions with minimal localization. The final content
packaged was composed of the following:
Print and Digital Assets
• E-books (4 books)
• Narrated storybooks (4)
• Activity sheets for children and
caregivers (6)
Interactive social media assets (18)

Short Videos
• Mae’s Minutes (6 x 1 min)
• Elmo’s World News Special Report (5 x 2
min)
• Pop-Up Playtime with Raya & Grover (6
x 2 min)
• Play to Learn animations (5 x 2 min)
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Print and Digital Assets

E-Books

Available in English, Arabic, Bangla, Hindi, Spanish, Portuguese, Afrikaans, Ndebele, South African
English, Sesotho, Zulu

Narrated Storybooks

Staying Healthy with
Elmo, Raya, and Tala

Elmo Learns About
Washing Masks

The Sneeze Song

How to Sneeze with Elmo,
Raya, and Tala

Available in English, Arabic, Bangla, Hindi, Spanish, Portuguese, Afrikaans, Ndebele, South African
English, Sesotho, Zulu

Activity Sheets for Children

Available in English, Arabic, Bangla, Hindi, Spanish, Portuguese, Afrikaans, Ndebele, South African
English, Sesotho, Zulu
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Caregiver Infographics

Available in English, Arabic, Bangla, Hindi, Spanish, Portuguese, Afrikaans, Ndebele, South African
English, Sesotho, Zulu

Social Media Videos and Static Images

Social Media Carousels
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Social Media Quizzes

Summary of Social Media Assets
Washing Hands Video

The Value of Play Carousel

Washing Hands Static Quiz
Washing Hands Insta Story Quiz
Talking to Children about COVID-19 Video

Basma Shapes Insta Story Quiz
Head to Toe Elmo Insta Story Quiz
Care & Connect Carousel

Safe & Together Video

Self-Care Carousel

Cough & Sneeze Video

Comforting Children During COVID-19 Video

Cough & Sneeze Video Loop Quiz

Kindness Quiz (Insta Story & FB)

Cough & Sneeze Insta Story Quiz

Essential Workers Static

Learning Through Play Carousel

Essential Workers Insta Story
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Videos
With the creation of four brand new formats, educational goals were brought to life through
joyful and engaging stories, scenes, songs, and games encouraging and promoting child-directed
play and exploration. In total, 22 short videos were created, 2 more than originally planned.
1. Elmo’s World News: Special Report
Drawing on the creative look and feel of the Elmo’s
World News family special, reporter Elmo
continues to report on fun family activity ideas
from around the world and feature live action
footage of families playing with what they have
available at home – giving new life to recycled
objects, building indoor obstacle courses, and
much more.

Elmo’s World News Special Report: Exercising Inside
|Hindi

2. Pop-Up Playtime with Raya and Grover
All about do-it-yourself fun, paper cutout versions
of Raya and her pal Grover address various health
and playful learning topics for children on
handcrafted sets. One of these shorts teaches
children how to make their own pop-up popsicle
stick stories at home.
Pop-Up Playtime with Takalani Sesame: “I Wonder”
3. Mae’s Minute
Questions Game
“Mae’s Minute” is the name of a call-in show
specifically targeting parents and caregivers.
Hosted by Elmo’s mom, Mae, in each episode, she
fields a question or concern from a real parent and
offers advice from other parents. Throughout the
show, Elmo vies for his mother’s time and Mae
demonstrates caring, patient parenting so she can
deliver her message in one short minute.

Sesamo: El Minuto de Mae – Aprende Conmigo
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4. Play to Learn animations
These brand-new, non-verbal shorts appeal to
young audiences with humorous songs and
colorful Muppet friends in an all-new animation
style. Each segment is a self-contained story but
can be packaged together for a unified plot.
Distribution Approach – Short Form Content
During the content development process, assets Sesamo: Archibaldo y Clara acompanan sus rutinas
con musica y diversion
for use on social media channels were designed
specifically with the needs of digital audiences in
mind, including creating interactive features such as Facebook carousels and Instagram story
polls. Digital managers for Sisimpur, Ahlan Simsim, Sesamo, Takalani Sesame, and Sesame
Workshop India developed organic and paid promotion campaigns tailored to their channel
audiences across YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and WhatsApp.
These campaigns rolled out from October through December 2020, the kick-off of the first bundle
of content coinciding with Global Handwashing Day. Across Sesame channels, assets created
under the theme of Staying Healthy were leveraged to communicate the importance of adequate
handwashing practices and incorporated in the global effort to raise awareness for the need for
critical health and hygiene education for children everywhere. Partner guides were also created
to facilitate uptake by our partners and included suggested copy for use on social channels to
promote these new resources, including post suggestions, social handles, and assets.
In addition, a global Caring for Each Other partner page was developed for all digital assets to live
and be easily accessible to our vast network of implementing partners. Localized content lives on
regional Caring for Each Other resource pages where it is available in the following languages:
English, Spanish, Portuguese, Arabic, and Hindi. In Bangladesh, the content lives on the recently
launched Sisimpur e-Learning Platform, an enclosed ecosystem where children can navigate
through a curated Sisimpur experience, including all digital content and videos created under this
grant.
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Results
The content performance on Sesame Workshop’s digital channels far exceeded the reach
anticipated at the outset of the project, with a combined social media reach of over 44 million
and views on YouTube surpassing 16 million. The Mae’s Minute format for parents and caregivers
has proven especially popular, almost universally appearing as the top performing format across
all territories.

Bangladesh

Short-Form Content Digital Distribution
Combined Social Total YouTube Total YouTube Watch
Media Reach
Views
Time (hours)
4,017,690
1,072,619
3,121.4

India

11,498,511

4,484,908

90,813

Brazil

5,293,986

879,319

2,524

Latin America

9,340,133

1,967,199

10,903

Middle East

11,607,022

6,578,616

Metric unavailable

South Africa

2,458,923

1,102,462

6,341

Total

44,216,265

16,085,123

113,702.40

Country

Top Performing Video
Mae’s Minute: SelfCare
Mae’s Minute: Circle of
Safety
Mae’s Minute: Keeping
Control
Mae’s Minute:
Keeping Control
Mae’s Minute: Play is
Powerful
Elmo’s World News
Report: Using
Imagination to Play
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Caring for Each Other Resource Sites

Caring for Each Other Partner Hub
Sesamo Caring for Each Other Resource Site

Sesame Workshop India Caring for Each Other
Resource Site

Ahlan Simsim Caring for Each Other Resource
Site

Takalani Sesame Caring for Each Other Resource Site

Sisimpur e-Learning Platform
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III.

Project Successes and Challenges

Use in Existing and Future Work
The library of resources created under this grant was quickly identified as a source that existing
Sesame Workshop projects and initiatives could draw from, extending the reach beyond the
original scope of the project. We anticipate that this will continue, and the content created will
continue to have life on TV and digital platforms in new territories and in new languages long
after the project report is submitted. For instance, in the Middle East, the short videos were
shared as PSAs as part of new or amended broadcast agreements with: Roya TV (Jordan), Jordan
TV (Jordan), Al Sumaria (Iraq), UTV (Iraq), Nour Sat (Lebanon), Sat 7 (Lebanon), Rotana Kids (Pan
Arab), and have been delivered to the pan-Arab broadcaster MBC3 for broadcast.
In Latin America, the team hosted a webinar in December to guide interested partners in how to
incorporate content into existing programs with 42 participants from organizations ranging from
UNICEF Bolivia, Ministries of Education of Colombia, Guatemala, and Mexico, as well as a wide
variety of civil society organizations. In South Africa, the content was shared with our network of
key partners including UNICEF, Care for Education, Cotlands, Hope Worldwide, ITEC, the Center
for Social Development, Gauteng Department of Education, and the Eastern Cape Department of
Education.
Below is a full list of the growing number of projects incorporating or localizing assets.
Direct Service
Sesame Workshop/UNICEF Parenting Program: All 22 short video formats and a selection of
digital materials are included in the content package of this parenting initiative which aims to
amplify the importance of and access to alternative play-based learning for parents, beginning
by providing families with the support and resources they need to cope with the ongoing COVID19 crisis. Launched on World Children’s Day and seeded through LEGO Foundation’s COVID
funding of both organizations, a key of objective of the program is making the content more
widely available to children and families through distribution of assets in existing languages and
through additional localization into French, Russian, Swahili, and Turkish. A new Mae’s Minute
video highlighting the importance of playing as a family was produced and launched on World
Children’s Day via UNICEF’s YouTube channel where it has garnered over 33,000 views. It will also
be dubbed in the above languages.
RTI/USAID Asia Bureau: Sesame Workshop is providing COVID-19 messaging and educational
content to USAID and government partners for distribution across Ministries of Education and
Ministries in Asia. Digital, print, and a selection of video assets will be localized in Nepali and
Uzbek for distribution on approved platforms including web portals and websites (Government,
22
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Ministry, USAID, RTI, and others), social media channels, with the potential for additional
broadcast distribution.
Rwanda Care for Children on the Move Program with World Vision (US Department of State
Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration (BPRM): This project will integrate Sesame
Workshop content with World Vision’s modular Early Childhood Education sessions delivered via
child protection programming in Congolese refugee camps and Rwandan host communities,
providing children ages 0-5 and their caregivers with key messages related to social-emotional
wellbeing. While the content from this grant is not being integrated in its original form, Mae’s
Minute scripts were adapted for use as radio scripts targeting caregivers. Our partner, World
Vision, is responsible for ensuring distribution in the Kinyarwanda language.
World Vision - WASH UP! Niger: Given the evergreen nature of the messaging, content created
under the theme of Staying Healthy will be adapted for use in Niger and incorporated into an
existing WASH UP! program by providing play-based child-centered educational materials
focused on healthy WASH behaviors in an environment equipped with safe water and sanitation
infrastructure. Selected materials will be integrated into the existing curriculum to include
targeted behavior change messaging around mask wearing and how to sneeze and cough safely.
International Federation of the Red Cross: Starting in August 2020, IFRC and Sesame began to
outline plans for distribution of content bundles among National Societies in the target
geographies of the Americas and Africa. IFRC invited National Societies from these target regions
to two webinars in September/October 2020, during which Sesame presented the content
package and explored specific distribution channels, including direct services and social media.
In early 2021, the following National Societies confirmed interest in sharing content through
existing programs and submitted action plans based on their specific contexts: Argentina, Bolivia,
Mexico, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Panama, Uganda, Kenya, and Nigeria.
Currently, legal negotiations for a Memorandum of Understanding between our organizations is
in its final stages.
International Rescue Committee: From July-December 2020, content created under this grant
complemented existing work in the Middle East through the incorporation of assets and
messages into relevant IRC platforms as part of the Ahlan Simsim program. Below are two family
stories regarding use of the content reported by our partners in the field.
Lebanon, Wafaa*, mother of seven who fled Syria for Northern Lebanon.
“They keep the messages in their minds; I see them applying what they have learned; for example,
they learned about the importance of washing hands and maintaining social distancing. I noticed the
impact on their behavior; for example, now they share their toys with their siblings and play together.”
23
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Iraq, Amna, mother of a four-year-old-boy
Amna began to notice changes in her son’s behavior. His confidence grew and he started playing with
other children and listening more to his parents. He even began paying more attention to his hygiene,
even washing his hands without being asked to do so. Amna also started feeling changes in herself
and her relationship with her son as she had a new awareness of positive ways to communicate with
Alaa and she no longer felt the need to shout at him and to take the tablet away from him.

Mass Media
Caring for Each Other Special: A second, all new family special was packaged using the short
formats created under this grant. In it, Elmo, Grover, Raya, and all their friends show kids around
the world how to care for each other through healthy
practices, kind actions, and playful learning. In early
2021, it was dubbed into Arabic and delivered to
regional broadcast partners. The special was also
dubbed into Hindi with planned distribution via the
Sesame Workshop India YouTube channel.
Sesame Street Friends:
A new global series titled Sesame Street Friends will continue to expand the impact of the short
video formats which are now packaged alongside existing library content, including South Africa’s
Playful Problem Solving 5-minute block funded by LEGO Foundation, and popular global formats
produced in the U.S. and abroad. The first season will consist of twenty-six 22-minute episodes
addressing early learning priorities such as building
foundational skills and continuing to reinforce healthy
habits and social-emotional coping strategies with the
signature Sesame blend of laughter and learning. The
series provides an exciting new viewing experience for
children and families without existing Sesame programs.
The series is currently being dubbed into Swahili, Yoruba, Hausa, Amharic, and Somali with
confirmed interest from our Hausa-language broadcast partner in Nigeria, Arewa24. Distribution
among broadcasters throughout Sub-Saharan Africa will be ongoing in 2021, with plans to offer
the new series in additional regions, such as Central Asia through our partnership with USAID and
RTI.
As the challenges of a post COVID-19 world drag on for children and families, we continue to
explore new partnerships and distribution mechanisms to ensure the power of play and the
unique voice of the beloved Sesame brand reach those who need it most.
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